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In Summer 2040, Ali, who is visiting Anika, a local in Scheveningen are 
sitting on one of the many benches looking out towards the beach. The 
two 12-year olds are accompanied by Anika’s grandmother (Oma), who 
has been living in Scheveningen her entire life.

A small husky runs up to the water, where more children are playing. 
Looking out to the sea, the children see a lot of activity taking place, from 
kitesurfers, young couples playing beach volleyball to elderly couples 
sunbathing. Oma looks out and reminisces of the days she used to look 
at “the view of the sea” waiting for her father to come back from fishing.
The grandmother turns to the children and says “Back in the days, the 
green and the beach used to be confined to this area only.” The children 
are shocked, because they’ve been playing on various green areas 
across the city for the last 2 days.

They start walking towards the city. In front of them spans a dense 
ecological network of bridges, green spaces, waterscapes, ponds, 
plazas... They realize that the sea doesn’t stop behind them but expands 
into the city. Ali stops to notice different signs/images on the steps of 
the plaza, going down from the dyke. He asks the grandmother what 
the signs say. The grandmother starts telling the story of the water 
infrastructure, built in the early 2000s and how they created a hard 
barrier between the city and it’s natural context.

As they move into the city, the children wince at the smell of raw fish. They 
notice the loud noises coming from the marketplace, where vendors are 
selling fish. The marketplace is at the heart of the harbour, extending 
to floating markets on the water. The grandmother buys them herring 
sandwiches as they continue on the green path towards the inner city, to 
catch a tram back home.

In the upcoming years Scheveningen will 
transform into an ecological network 
that extends the existing natural systems 
while building on the harbour identity, 
through a user-centered densification 
process.



inclusivity identity

connectivity sustainability

Mixed-age groups
Inclusive spaces

Beach as recreation
Harbour as heritage

Existing water infrastructure
Fishing industry
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Vulnerable harbour against flood
Gentrification

Fishing industry decline 
Disconnect btw nature and city

Lack of green spaces
Lack of public amenities

Lack of divers housing typologies
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Economic growth
Residential demand

Public facilities and amenities
Bridging nature and city
Inclusive public spaces

Extending public transportation
Creating waterscapes

Gentrification
Vulnerability of inclusive spaces

Climate threats
Flooding risk

Polarized real estate market
Shifting cultural perception 

Losing local identity
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 problem identification 

disconnect btw nature and city lack of accessibility to nature lack of public amenities/spaces
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 end-users 

young tourists

young adults

sports teams

children

elderlyadults

commuters
visitors

fishermen

disabled

tourist families



 timeline 

before 

2020

Dikes and sand dunes
Housing develzopment
Decline of Fishing Industry
Hard infrastructure measures 
for flood prevention

 

2020

 TRIGGER PROJECTS  
   Attracting interest and investors

   Year around informal market
   Sports center
   Recreation Spaces

 

2025

 KEY PROJECTS 
   Main interventions

   Formal marketplace
   Ecological Network  
   Community Gardens
   Community Center 

 

2035

 SUPPORTING PROJECTS 
   Additional interventions 

   Mixed Use Development
   Housing Typologies
   Light Icons (Heritage)

 LONG-TERM PROJECTS 
   Additional interventions 

   Recreational Marina
   Additional housing development
   Expanding the ecological network 

 

2040

 KEY PROJECTS 



 policies 

All developments (new and existing) located 
within the ecological network should create a 
public connection to the system.

Future developments should allocate 30% of 
their built up space to ecological green systems 
connected to the ecological network

Ecological Network

All new development should adhere to the flood 
resilience strategy and framework set out by the 
Scheveningen Municipality Planning and Building 
Code.

Flood Resiliency

New businesses and developments should 
ensure that they create job opportunities for 
locals within their discipline

Economic Growth

All new residential developments should provide 
adequate housing for different income groups 
in their neighborhood according to planning 
regulations

Accessibility/Inclusivity

New developments need to promote inclusive 
and equitable economic investment in and 
around heritage sites that make use of local 
resources and skills to preserve local knowledge 
systems and infrastructure and include local 
stakeholders

Heritage



How can we create a better connection between the blue/green fabric and
 the city harbor while promoting inclusive densification?

ecological network



How can we make the area accessible for everyone?
How can we develop a system that protects the harbour city while raising awareness?

user-centered



How can we include local interests in the future developments?

public network




